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This study compared three approaches to the improvement of

vocabulary in ninth grade language arts classes: the direct-teaching

approach, the interest-in-words approach, and the wide-reading

approach. Answers to the following questions were sought: which of

these approaches to vocabulary improvement is more effective than

each other approach used in this study; which of these approaches to

vocabulary improvement is least effective compared to each other

approach used; and is there a significant difference in vocabulary im-

provement when each experimental approach group is compared with

the control group where no designated emphasis was placed on the

teaching of vocabulary?

Eight classes in four junior high schools in the Salem Public

Schools, Salem, Oregon, participated in a 14 week study. The sample

consisted of 164 ninth graders: 130 in the three experimental groups



and 34 in the control group. The teachers of each experimental group

emphasized the improvement of vocabulary according to the experi-

mental approach for which they volunteered. The teacher of the wide-

reading approach placed emphasis on wide reading and gave class time

for free reading. The teacher of the interest-in-words approach

group required her students to prepare notebooks with exercises using

new words and emphasized the etymology of words. The teacher of the

direct-teaching approach stressed the specific teaching of new vocabu-

lary words using word lists, emphasizing prefixes, suffixes, and root

words as means of learning new words.

According to the Diagnostic Reading Test, vocabulary section,

a comparison of pretest and posttest scores within groups revealed the

interest-in-words approach group resulted in significant improvement

at the .05 level. A comparison of the mean gain in vocabulary im-

provement between the experimental groups shows that the experimen-

tal approach groups did not differ significantly in vocabulary improve-

ment as measured by the mean gain from the pretest to posttest. When

the experimental groups were compared to the control group, the

interest-in-words approach group showed improvement significant at

the .05 level.

According to the Nelson-Denny Reading Test, vocabulary section,

a comparison of pretest and posttest scores within groups revealed

improvement significant at the .01 level for the experimental groups



and at the .05 level for the control group. When experimental groups

were compared with each other, none of them was significantly better

than the others. When the experimental groups were compared with

the control group on this measuring instrument, there were no sig-

nificant differences.

The t test statistic was used to determine if there were signif-

icant differences between the mean raw score gains of pretest and

posttest performances for both evaluative instruments.

A study of the varied findings of the present experiment where

two evaluative instruments were used but where the results were

widely different, raises questions as to the validity of standardized

tests of vocabulary. Perhaps one of the reasons why there is little

agreement about the most effective method of teaching vocabulary is

that vocabulary tests used may not be measuring the effectiveness of

vocabulary teaching and are not in agreement in evaluating results.

It may be concluded that further research is needed in specific

structured approaches to teaching vocabulary as well as preparing

better instruments of measuring vocabulary.
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A COMPARISON OF THREE APPROACHES TO VOCABULARY
IMPROVEMENT IN NINTH GRADE LANGUAGE

ARTS: AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Vocabulary improvement is necessary for educational progress,

and the possession of an adequate vocabulary is a basic reading skill,

fundamental to academic success. The mind of a child entering

elementary school is remarkably receptive to word study, apparently

retaining this facility for many years but with a lessening of the rate

of increase in vocabulary as he experiences traumatic development

changes particularly those related to puberty (102, p. 9). Students

at the junior high school level stand at this period of challenge in

vocabulary growth. Vocabulary improvement becomes increasingly

a personal problem and apparently less a general curricular concern

as a student continues through the secondary school. His proficiency

in every subject is affected by the adequacy of his vocabulary (52, 96,

139).

All teachers, regardless of their subject matter specialty, are

obligated to provide opportunity for every pupil to improve in the most

effective manner. A review of literature on vocabulary improvement,
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classroom observations, and teacher opinions indicate that the

approach, amount and method of emphasis on vocabulary improve-

ment in ninth grade language arts classes varies with each individual

teacher.

Area of Concern

The imperative need for further study in methods for vocabulary

improvement has been noted by many authors. One author (94, p.

148) summarizes the challenge for such research in her statement,

"Research has so far not indicated that one method of teaching voca-

bulary is clearly superior to others." Thirteen years later in a 1968

publication, Huus (66, p. 145) continues the challenge for further

study, "In spite of the number of vocabulary studies that have been re-

ported, the testing of earlier views still needs to be done, and innova-

tions need to be introduced that will improve instruction in this vital

area."

The bibliography of vocabulary studies by Dale and Razik (33),

listing 3, 1Z5 titles, is indicative of the interest in the study of vocabu-

lary. A review of these studies, however, shows that little of a speci-

fic nature regarding vocabulary teaching has received wide-spread

professional acceptance.

After a comprehensive review of many vocabulary studies,

Petty (102, p. 86) concludes that the investigation of the most



satisfactory methods for teaching vocabulary appears to remain a

wide open area of research. Many questions which seem basic to

vocabulary teaching apparently remain untouched (77, 95).

Little research has been done with specific approaches to voca-

bulary improvement at the secondary school level (117). Too often

studies reported have been conducted for only a few weeks, and were

not controlled or carefully designed. Few researchers, for example,

have noted that there is a critical age in vocabulary development and

that there is a decline in the rate of vocabulary growth at the ninth

grade level (102).

This experimental study was made because research is meager

and inconclusive for proven methods of successful vocabulary teach-

ing at the secondary school level (50, 102). Many teachers do not

specifically emphasize vocabulary improvement but handle it inci-

dentally; others rely on word lists, while some approach vocabulary

study according to their own experiences and background with no

specific directions or reasons for their choice.

Need for the Study

The need and importance of vocabulary growth is demonstrated

daily in school and out (82, 84). It is the achieving students who pos-

sess the most adequate vocabularies. As most classroom activities

are of a verbal nature, the use of language and hence an adequate



vocabulary is essential to success in school. An adequate vocabulary

is almost equally essential for vocational and societal achievement

after formal schooling has ended (41).

It is important that as much as possible should be done to pro-

mote the improvement of vocabulary. This does not mean the mere

acquisition of words but the command of many word choices. The

ability to acquire vocabulary depends significantly upon the level of

intelligence of the individual and his environmental situation. One

researcher stated that meaning is associated with the elements of

human experience accurately or inaccurately by every intelligent per-

son, with the ability to do this most accurately and to profit most from

the experience consigned to the more intelligent (102, p. 15).

As researchers turn out various kinds of vocabulary studies,

numerous classroom teachers, regardless of their approach to

vocabulary teaching, continue to teach meanings for words new to

students in much the same way as they have done for many years,

while a few enterprising ones may try many variations in basic pro-

cedures. The teachers who volunteered for the present experiment

have not only seen the need for better ways to teach vocabulary in the

ninth grade, but they have been willing to venture or try something

different.
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Limitations of the Study

This study is focused on the teaching emphases or approaches

to vocabulary improvement stressed in the three experimental groups

of ninth grade language arts classes. Vocabulary improvement re-

flected in this experiment in language arts must be influenced by work

done for other courses and recreational reading. Vocabulary improve-

ment implies not only the acquisition of new words but the acquisition

and use of broader word meanings, shades of word meanings,

synonyms, and antonyms. Although this experiment is limited to

language arts classes, the same techniques or approaches may be

tried in other subject areas. Skills of the language arts are skills of

communication basic to every subject in the school curriculum.

Background of the Study

Origination of this study came from the writer's investigation of

reading needs among secondary school students, the fact that an

adequate vocabulary is a basic reading skill, but with little research

to indicate how it should be taught. Teachers recognize the importance

of and need for vocabulary growth and improvement, yet many of them

are at a loss to think of something new and if they do, to justify time

spent on an untried method or approach.

A dictionary definition of vocabulary refers to all the words of a
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language or all words used by a particular person or group of persons.

One could conclude that use of the term vocabulary is equated with

words and that teaching vocabulary means teaching words (108, 109).

However, in this study, rather than considering, methods of teaching

specific words, attention to vocabulary improvement is focused on a

particular approach or emphasis of vocabulary improvement to pro-

mote the learning of new words and expanded meaning of words al-

ready known (105).

The concept of teaching means different things to different

people (112, 114). Traditionally, vocabulary teaching has meant

attempting to have students learn new words and new meanings

through responding to types of exercises of a general or formal

nature with, too frequently, not enough attention having been given to

the reason or need for the teaching (102, p. 7). Words have little

meaning except as associated with concepts (85, p. 241). Words are

written symbols of ideas. A student may use a word he does not fully

understand, or he may understand a word but not be able to select

another word to describe the meaning.

In analyzing the development of meaning, for words, Dolch (43)

distinguishes four separate processes: (1) expanding vocabulary

through the adding of new words with minor additions to meaning; (2)

obtaining new meanings from old ones by learning finer distinctions of

meaning; (3) undergoing new experiences which are associated with



new words and word meanings; and (4) the learning of incidental

vocabulary from discussion and reading. These processes would tend

to merge in such a way that an individual would likely not be conscious

of whether he was adding a new word to his vocabulary because of his

previous knowledge of the meaning of that word or adding a new word

and its meaning to his vocabulary as the result of a new experience.

It is obvious that all of these processes involve learning through

experience, direct or vicarious (115). Consideration should be given

to the fact that the process of associating a word with meaning is a

personal act that takes place in the individual's mind, an act which

generally does not occur in its entirely in one encounter.

Purpose of the Study

This study seeks to determine which of three experimental

approaches to vocabulary improvement, the direct-teaching of words,

the interest-in-words, or the wide-reading approach in ninth grade

language arts classes will produce the greatest improvement in

vocabulary growth according to a comparison of pretest and posttest

results. Answers to the following questions were sought:

1. Which one of these three approaches to vocabulary improve-

ment, the direct-learning of vocabulary approach, the

interest-in-words approach, or the wide-reading approach

is most effective for vocabulary growth?



2. Which one of these three approaches to vocabulary im-

provement, the direct-teaching of vocabulary approach, the

interest-in--words approach, or the wide-reading approach

is least effective for vocabulary growth?

3. Is there a significant difference in vocabulary improvement

when the direct-teaching approach is compared with the

control group where vocabulary improvement is incidental,

or where there is no designated emphasis or approach?

4. Is there a significant difference in vocabulary improvement

when the interest-in-words approach is compared with the

control group where vocabulary improvement is incidental,

or where there is no designated emphasis or approach?

5. Is there a significant difference in vocabulary improvement

when the wide-reading approach is compared with the con-

trol group where vocabulary improvement is incidental, or

where there is no designated emphasis or approach?

The classification of methods for teaching vocabulary represents

a problem because of different interpretations given to such terms as

direct and incidental, building, teaching, and acquiring vocabulary.

The acquisition of vocabulary is done on an individual basis because

one person cannot acquire vocabulary for another, yet another person

may assist him in the acquiring of new word meanings. Teaching

vocabulary implies the specific and direct involvement of a teacher
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assisting in the conveying of word meanings as well as fostering

experiences which lead to vocabulary building.

The present study refers to vocabulary approaches in each

experimental group in order to avoid a specific structured method of

teaching. Emphasis is placed on the manner of approach used to

promote vocabulary improvement rather than on constructed lesson

plans with the most structured approach used in the direct-teaching

approach to vocabulary improvement.

Experimental Approaches

Ninth grade language arts classes were chosen for this experi-

mental study because language arts or English is the only state

required subject on the ninth grade level in Oregon, and this area is

basic to all other subject areas in the curriculum. The ninth grade

level was chosen because of its strategic position at the beginning of

the secondary school and comes at an age in the student's life when

there appears to be a lessening of the rate of increase in vocabulary

as he experiences traumatic changes, particularly those related to

puberty (102, p. 9).

Direct-teaching Approach to Vocabulary Improvement

The direct-teaching approach to vocabulary improvement in the

present study is similar to the direct approach used by Gray and
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Holmes (51) in their classic study of several years ago. The selec-

tion of words to be taught in this approach was the responsibility of

the teacher in charge. The teacher of this group used techniques such

as definitions and context clues for learning new words and matching

words with their synonyms and antonyms. Primarily, emphasis was

on the use of word lists and getting students to use new words both

orally and in their writing. This approach included emphasis on the

teaching of word parts, such as suffixes, prefixes, and word roots,

the recording of new words, and the use of synonyms and antonyms.

Every effort was made to emphasize the importance of learning new

words, even words that were not included in the student's regular

assignments.

Interest-in--Words Approach to Vocabulary Improvement

The teacher of the interest-in-words approach to vocabulary

improvement attempted to promote student interest in words by having

them trace word origins and compare original word meanings with

meanings associated with the same words today. Students were moti-

vated to take an active interest in word study particularly word deriva-

tions and the changes of word usage. Each student kept a notebook in

which he recorded new words encountered in any way, use of the word

today, its derivation and meaning. A comment on this type of

approach was given by Spache;
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A consuming interest in words culminating in a positive
attitude toward independent word study, as shown by the
student's own notebook on structure, derivation and
meaning of new words, is to be strongly promoted
according to many teachers (121, p. 383).

An almost constant interest in and attention to words and their

characteristics by the teacher of this approach helped to create a

similar attitude among her pupils and thereby reinforced the interest-

in-words approach to vocabulary improvement. A number of students

in this approach voluntarily viewed the telecourse television program

on vocabulary from channel 8 before school each Thursday morning.

Some students, according to activities in which they participated and

their conversations with teachers, stressed the fact that they were in-

creasingly aware of and fascinated by words used in their daily lives.

Wide-Reading Approach to Vocabulary Improvement

The wide-reading approach used in the present study is similar

to the incidental approach used by Gray and Holmes (51). Students

in this experimental approach were not only encouraged to read widely

but some class time was given for the reading of library books and

special attention given to those who read the most books. The success

of learning new words through context in wide reading varies with

individual students. Student interest in the content of books read and

the selection of material on the appropriate reading level were

especially important to this approach. The teacher of this approach

'4
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gave the students in her experimental group free choice in book selec-

tion and allowed more time for free reading as compared to the other

experimental groups. This experiment became almost like a contest

to see who could read and report on the most books. Book reports

were oral as well as written with no special form to follow.

Recent studies (117) tend to agree with, rather than to alter,

the conclusions and suggestions found in earlier investigations such as

Gray and Holmes (51), McCullough (86), and others (89, 92) in that

some teaching emphasis on vocabulary is better than no attention to

it, and there is general agreement that more research is needed in

this area.

Significance of the Study

This study is needed because little or no research has been re-

ported in similar experiments and the outcome may be of value to

language arts and English teachers.

The writer has found no study in which the three experimental

approaches of the present study were used at the same time. Nor has

the writer found any study in which two evaluative criteria were used

to compute and compare the findings of such an experiment. This

study would seem to be unique in these aspects.

After much research, Jenkins (68, p. 347), reports that: (1)

a wide meaning vocabulary is essential in reading, thinking, and
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social understanding; (2) systematic vocabulary instruction accelerates

reading progress; and (3) further research in experimental classroom

teaching is needed to determine what methods of vocabulary instruc

tion are superior.

Study and experience causes this researcher to agree with

Jenkins (68) and has accepted the challenge for further research in

experimental classroom teaching, as reported in the present experi-

ment.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

This is an experimental study on the evaluation of vocabulary

improvement at the ninth grade level using three different approaches,

the direct-teaching of vocabulary, promoting interest, in words, and

the wide-reading approach to learning new words. The literature in-

dicates that the improvement of vocabulary is largely due to direct

instruction, wide reading, and incidental instruction. There is little

or no agreement or significant evidence in the literature to prove that

teaching words in isolation is better than teaching words in context,

that a structured method of teaching words is better than an un-

structured one, or that an inductive approach to vocabulary is better

than a deductive one (20, 114).

Andresen (4, p. 65) designated two types of skills which en-

hance vocabulary growth, (1) word recognition skills or those skills

by which a reader pronounces a word in print that is already in his

speaking or listening vocabulary, and (2) the word meaning skills or

those skills by which a reader determines the meaning of a word in

print that is not in his speaking or listening vocabulary.

Studies Related to the Direct-Teaching Approach

Direct vocabulary instruction involves the selection of the kinds
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of words to be taught plus teaching the association of meanings to

words by various deliberate techniques. Some form of this approach

has been used in more studies than either of the other approaches

used in the present study.

One of the best known and best designed studies of over 30 years

ago by Gray and Holmes (51) still provides important background in-

formation for the present study. Gray and Holmes compared direct

and incidental methods of teaching vocabulary among fourth graders

for three months. Three phases of vocabulary improvement were

emphasized in the direct approach: (1) teacher guidance through the

use of illustrations; (2) the promotion of the habit of using context to

derive meanings of words and phrases; and (3) provision for the pupils

to use new words. The incidental method used by Gray and Holmes

involved wide reading almost entirely.

One consideration to be noted in the Gray and Holmes study is

that the same teacher taught all three groups. A criticism of the

teaching in this study is made by Petty (102, p. 27),

The fact that pupil interest and query was soporific
suggests the strong possibility that the teacher was
teaching poorly with the control group but was imagina-
tive and creative with the experimental groups.

The study by Gray and Holmes (51) demonstrates the superiority

of direct teaching of vocabulary as compared to the incidental method

used. Almost all pupils gained in vocabulary knowledge, with those
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having the smallest initial vocabulary test scores making the greatest

gains.

In Russell (110, p. 894), Gray made these suggestions for

guidance in vocabulary development:

1. Reading vocabulary becomes permanent vocabulary only if

it is transferred to writing, speaking, and thinking

vocabularies.

Z. Teachers should constantly direct pupil attention to words,

to appropriateness of the author's choice of words,

accuracy of meaning, to the power of words in appealing to

the various senses.

3. Teachers should offer two choices when a word is required

so that pupils may practice selecting the exact word.

4. Reading material must contain unknown words to afford

practice in extending word meaning, but the new words

should not be great and material with numerous context

clues should be used.

5. Pupils should be encouraged to build their own lists of

technical words.

6. Pupils should learn the meanings and pronunciations of

words used on television and radio.

Miles (90) studied the lasting effect of one semester devoted to

intensive vocabulary study by the direct method. Two and one-half
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years followed with no further vocabulary instruction when this group

was tested again. Results of the posttest revealed that the grain by the

group using the direct method was approximately three times that of

the control group using the incidental approach to vocabulary study.

These results agree with the study by Bernard (9) who concluded that

students who give vocabulary specific attention may gain about twice

as rapidly as those who learn words incidentally.

The inductive and deductive methods of teaching word analysis

in grade five were compared by Catterson (24) to discover the method

that would most effectively improve students' reading, spelling, and

vocabulary. Evidence showed that the inductive method produced

superior gains in vocabulary as well as total reading achievement.

Somewhat parallel in purpose, design, and execution to Catterson's

study is one by Corcoran (27) involving third graders. The outcome,

however, was quite different, for Catterson reported significant im-

provements by pupils being taught word analysis by the inductive

method while Corcoran found that none of her groups made significant

gains. Two specific variables should be considered in comparing

these two studies. One is the age difference between the students,

Catterson's subjects were fifth graders, Corcoran's subjects were

third graders. The more mature students may be expected to have

encountered many more words and experiences associated with words.

Another variable of importance is the fact that Catterson's study
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lasted three months and Corcoran's study was over a six weeks

period. Studies over a longer period of time may be expected to pro-

vide more accurate and reliable information for comparative pur-

poses.

Cole (26), Dale (32), McCullough (87), and Russell (110) support

direct vocabulary instruction as superior to other approaches report-

ed in the literature. McCullough's (87, p. 477) definition of direct

vocabulary instruction corresponds to the one used in the present

study, that is, one in which lists of words or sentences are used con-

taining words studied deliberately for the development of word power.

She suggests two specific procedures prerequisite for vocabulary im-

provement: (1) determine the initial vocabulary inventory, including

words and relationships both in and out of context; (2) determine

ability to analyze the word form. She believes that careful pronuncia-

tion of the word is important, that multisensory impression of the

word is superior to a unisensory approach, and that meaning, struc-

tural analysis, and comprehension are closely related.

Dunk lin (45) stated that teaching vocabulary at the secondary

level should include these phases or steps: interest, development,

practice, plan for independent study, and progress reports. Con-

sideration should be given to semantic analysis, content vocabulary,

and discrimination of synonyms for all students. Some students will

need more help than others in various aspects of vocabulary, including
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spelling, but the enlistment of the pupil's interest and independent

efforts is considered more important than the quantity of material

taught.

Studies by Dow (36), Hovious (64), Merchant (88), and Miles

(90) parallel those of Blair (12), Gray and Holmes (51), Baxter (7),

Bernard (9), and others (110) in showing greater gains in vocabulary

by the direct teaching method.

An unusual technique used by Haefner (55) reported that an

experimental group was merely presented a word and its definition

just before class began for 39 days. No students could see each word

for more than five minutes and some saw it only a few seconds, de-

pending on when they entered the classroom. No explanation was

given for putting the words on the board or for erasing them. Com-

parison of a pretest and posttest showed that the experimental group

made considerable gain over the control group which had not seen the

words at all. In light of this study, Haefner concludes that some ex-

posure to a word and its definition increases vocabulary more than no

exposure to the word and its definition.

Research by Vonpi (136) attempted to demonstrate that extensive

vocabulary emphasis in all curriculum areas of the junior high school

level is effective in improving reading scores as tested on a standard-

ized test. Vocabulary to be emphasized was selected from Thorndike

and Lorge's word book (129). The conclusion was supported that the
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procedure of extensive, school-wide emphasis on vocabulary in the

middle range of the Thorndike frequencies produced greater gains in

reading achievement, as measured by gains on reading test scores,

than the normal procedure.

Stress on the comprehension side of vocabulary improvement

has been taken somewhat for granted in various studies. Crawford

(28) stresses that any emphasis on vocabulary building should be on

meaning and believes specific exercises should be given for improving

mechanics of word recognition. Yoakam (141) commented on the

necessity not only of specialized vocabularies in subject area fields

but the importance of developing concepts and of distinguishing the

technical or quasi-technical uses of words.

Teachers may incorporate a variety of vocabulary improvement

approaches even in the same class, depending on the students and

circumstances. Lambert (76) found weekly vocabulary paragraphs

using new words to be successful. Students checked word meanings

in a dictionary and substituted appropriate synonyms for the new

words. Le Brant (78, 79) warns against emphasis on new vocabulary

words with multiple meanings and the confusion that could result.

Carter (23) recommends an individual approach to vocabulary if the

instructor is able to spend time in helping students on a one to one

basis. VanHorn and James (134) found that with ninth grade students

even the most capable meet a new concept many times before it is
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learned and the proper word associated with it.

Kinchloe (73) stresses the need for comprehension and word

interpretation if planned vocabulary improvement is to be achieved.

As part of the answer to verbalism or the use of words without know-

ing their real meaning or more than one definition, Helmkamp (62)

suggests vocabulary control and possibly word lists.

Much could be said about studies using specially designed word

lists (106), but such as not been emphasized in the present study.

Lorge and Chall (83) studied the method of estimating size of

vocabulary through frequent sampling and dictionary sampling based

on speech and writing. Robinson (107) estimated that a vocabulary of

50, 000 words is necessary to fully understand an edition of the New

York Times, Ireland (67) suggests that teachers make up word lists

from current assignments to use for practice and review material but

warns that word lists should not be used as a complete vocabulary

program.

An experiment by Crump (30) compared vocabulary growth using

the direct and incidental teaching methods in secondary school speech

classes. One group was given direct word study instruction while the

other group had incidental vocabulary instruction. Form A of the

Diagnostic Reading Test was administered to both groups at the be-

ginning of a semester, and at the end of the same semester, Form B

of the same test was administered to both groups. Mean gains of the
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two groups were compared with each other to ascertain whether or

not either group was significantly different from the control group.

An analysis of the findings of the experiment indicates that the direct

method of vocabulary development was no more effective in enriching

and clarifying word meanings than an incidental method.

Study of Word Parts

The present experiment, as do a number of others (6, 99), in-

cludes the teaching of word parts such as prefixes, suffixes, and word

roots as part of the direct-teaching approach to vocabulary improve-

ment.

Barry and Smith (6) used ninth graders to study reading im-

provement as related to the knowledge of word parts. They concluded

that, although the knowledge of root words was helpful to reading and

comprehension, it was not nearly the panacea it was once thought.

A study by Otterman (99) sought to evaluate exercises which provide

for the systematic study of prefixes and word roots in the seventh

grade. The basis of the teaching for the experimental group was a

manual of 30 lessons, each of which took approximately ten minutes a

day. Each lesson taught one prefix or root word. She found no sig-

nificant gains of the structured method in the experimental group over

the control group. However, the experimental group was significantly

superior to the control group in some areas, such as spelling, but
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students showed no superiority in the areas of visual and auditory

perception or general vocabulary. This study did not indicate the

exact relationship of teaching prefixes and word roots with other

language arts activities such as writing, grammar, and literary style.

A study by Currie (31) evaluated two methods of teaching

vocabulary through the use of word parts in grades seven, eight, and

nine. This study was somewhat of a continuation of an earlier study

by Hogan (63) who used grades ten, eleven, and twelve. These

studies compared the effectiveness of the independent discovery or in-

ductive method and the direct teaching or deductive method of

vocabulary improvement. Currie (31) concluded that in grade nine

those taught by the discovery method made the greatest gains in all

abilities measured,

Currie (31) concluded from preliminary research that there is

evidence to support the idea that a knowledge of word parts is not

only helpful in reading but that there is a close correlation between

reading ability, spelling, and visual memory, that an inductive

method of teaching vocabulary is more effective than a deductive one,

and that students often learn skills better in small groups or student

teams rather than singly. She constructed two sets of 30 exercises;

one set in which students discovered word parts by classifying words

according to similarities of structure and meaning; the other set

planned for the teaching of word parts directly to small groups through
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the use of a glossary and practices provided for applying this know-

ledge decutively to meanings of derivative words. Forty-five minutes

a week for ten weeks were devoted to these exercises. The results

favored the discovery method over the direct teaching method in all

abilities measured in the ninth grade class. All students in the ex-

perimental groups made gains over the control group in knowledge of

word parts.

Hogan (63) proposed to determine if there is value in teaching

vocabulary through the teaching of word parts to senior high school

students, to evaluate and compare the independent discovery of word

meaning through the teaching of structural analysis, and the usage

method commonly used in vocabulary textbooks giving the meaning of

the word parts. A set of materials for each method was prepared and

used in tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grade language arts classes. The

effectiveness of each set of exercises in teaching word parts,

vocabulary, and other language arts skills was evaluated by comparing

initial and final test results of the experimental groups with each other

and with the control group. The independent discovery method of

teaching word meaning was tested by lessons using the classification

technique or practice in solving the meaning of word parts by classify-

ing words using these elements into meaningful designated categories.

The usage method of teaching word meaning was tested by lessons

similar to those in word study books at the high school level. A
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glossary of word parts was provided, giving the meaning of all word

parts used in these exercises. The word parts and vocabulary pre-

sented were the same for both experimental groups. The experiment

lasted ten weeks with the students working a period of ten minutes

each day at the beginning of the language arts class. The analytical

method showed consistently greater gains than the group using the

usage method in which the word meanings were always given. Gains

of the analytical method group were significant in the knowledge of

word parts and vocabulary. It was evident in this research that the

study of word parts was an effective means of teaching vocabulary to

secondary school students, and that the analytical method was superior

to the usage method in teaching word meaning in the vocabulary areas

measured by this study. Students using the analytical method in this

study showed the greater gains in vocabulary achievement as measured

by a standardized test.

In comparing the independent discovery of word meaning by

structural analysis and the usage method commonly used, in textbooks

in which the meaning of the word part is given, Hogan (63) concluded

that the group using the analytical method showed consistently greater

gains than those being taught by the usage method. Gains of the group

using the analytical method in one experiment were highly significant

in vocabulary as measured by the Cooperative Reading Test.

One study by Greene (54) included word lists with students
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looking up the words in the dictionary and using each word in a sen-

tence to illustrate its meaning. He found this was a poor way to in-

sure that students made the correct selection of word meanings. Often

the word was incorrectly used in a sentence because the student was

not selective of the various word meanings. Retention of these words

proved to be poor and students attempted to memorize word meanings

to try to make the word useful to them. Greene (54) concluded that

for the students of his study, memorization of long lists of words,

their meanings, roots, and prefixes for vocabulary growth did not

produce satisfactory results.

Deighton (38) has done a comprehensive analysis of vocabulary

teaching research and conducted a number of experiments from which

he suggests six procedures for teaching word analysis as a means of

dealing with unknown words: (1) word parts with invariant meanings;

(2) English base words; (3) words in combination; (4) synonyms; (5)

antonyms and contrasting words; and (6) derivations, Another study

similar to Deightons was done by Stauffer (122). He reported that 15

prefixes account for 82 percent of those in over 4, 000 words containing

prefixes found in a 20, 000 word sample.

As the result of several studies (38, 39, 40), Deighton concludes

that teaching a limited number of words in detail is more productive

than superficial acquaintance with a list of words, and that stress on

word parts does not assure increased vocabulary because some
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prefixes, suffixes, and word roots have multiple meanings, some of

which are no longer retained.

Deighton and Niles (121) suggest that to overcome problems

associated with word parts and simulated affixes, or absorbed

affixes, attention should be placed on word parts with invariant mean-

ings, English base words, words with common elements as base

words and derivations, words with similar affixes, synonyms,

antonyms, and the study of figures of speech. Several other studies

suggest the importance of learning word parts (50, 80, 97, 124, 125).

A study by Miles (94) refers to words learned through the study of

word structure such as roots, prefixes, suffixes, and types of con-

text clues, which she believes important because of possible transfer

value. She recommends that vocabulary teaching should concentrate

on word roots and other word parts, as shown in this study,

Shanker (119) recommends a semantic approach to teaching

vocabulary by emphasizing the importance of knowing affixes, pre-

fixes, and root words, the development of word meanings, and dic-

tion. A study by Breen (16) demonstrates the value of knowing pre-

fixes, suffixes, and root derivatives. Beggs (8) suggests from his

study that visual aids, exercises with synonyms and descriptions are

more effective in vocabulary improvement than incidental vocabulary

improvement.

Zaeske (143) reports from his study that concentration by
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students on learning suffixes in an organized manner according to

grammatical and meaning functions is an effective means of vocabu-

lary improvement. He made use of duplicated materials for study

sheets for one group but found in a comparative group that even more

effective was the teacher's use of chalkboard illustrations to show the

functions of suffixes.

Dolch (42) categorized the processes of vocabulary improve-

ment as: adding new words with slight addition to meaning, getting

new meanings from words already known, having experiences associ-

ated with new words and word meanings, and gaining incidental

vocabulary from discussion and reading. These areas overlap so that

an individual may be completely unaware of the process in which he is

involved.

Word. Cards

Jenkins (68) experimented with four groups of junior high school

students in the use of word cards. Only students of the first group

kept a card file of new words encountered daily, recording the pronun-

ciation and contextual meaning of the unknown word or phrase. Stu-

dents of the other experimental groups used notebooks or other

means than a card file to record word meanings. Students of the

second experimental group used a reading workbook and individual

notebooks containing class exercises. Students of the third group
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listed synonyms, antonyms, and special words found in their reading.

Students of the fourth group were taught to analyze words by under-

standing the meaning of common prefixes, suffixes, and root words.

Students of this group studied simple word histories, word changes,

accent, and a few commonly used words borrowed from foreign

languages. The aim of this study was to make students word

conscious, to form clear association between words and their mean-

ings, to provide opportunity for students to use new words in oral and

written expression, and to develop the habit of using the context to

derive the meaning of words and phrases. Jenkins concluded from his

experiment results that the individual word card method was especially

effective in developing vocabulary, sentence meaning, locating infor-

mation, and developing skill in expressing thoughts in writing.

According to the results of this study the students using the word card

method had gained significantly more in vocabulary than the students

in the groups where the other three methods were used.

Context Clues

Art ley (4) refers to context clues as those clues to meaning that

exist in past experiences of the reader as well as the mood and intent

of the writer. His studies revealed that students benefit more when

taught to notice the author's definitions of words as aids to word

recognition and vocabulary development rather than when no attention
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is given to the author's word definitions (13). Several authors

recommend teaching specific vocabulary in the context of subject

matter materials and concludes that this is the responsibility of each

content field teacher (66, 182).

As brought out in studies by Miles (90), vocabulary improvement

at the secondary school level should include techniques that permit

rapid recognition of words in context as well as aid in providing pre-

cise, vivid, and comprehensive meaning of words. An experiment

by Young (142) used taped reading selections to be heard by the stu-

dents as they read the same selections silently. This was found to be

effective in helping students recognize context clues.

A study by Bradley, Cahill, and Tate (15) relating to context

clues was concerned with the relationships between the acquisition

of new vocabulary words and the use of these words orally. The

authors felt their findings indicated that reliance on the use of the

dictionary alone was poor practice, because pupils were likely to

select the first meaning of a word. However, if students were given

opportunities to use the new words orally there was more likely to be

a contextual association and, application of context clues became more

meaningful.

Marksheffel (85, p. 249) warns that although context clues have

much value they should not be used excessively. Efficient readers

have learned that there is no substitute for the dictionary in learning
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word meanings but their use of the dictionary does not guarantee that

they will associate the proper meaning with an unknown word.

The particular word may have a number of definitions,
and the student may be confused as to which meaning is
associated with the puzzling word. In such a case, the
student must carefully reread the context in which the
word is used until he can determine which definition
best fits the statement; only then will he get the mean-
ing the writer intended.

When students use context clues for getting meanings
of words and then refine and extend their knowledge
of such words through reading and associating them
with the experience they are also developing concepts
(85, p. 249),

Traxler (132) found repetition or drill type exercises were

effective in building vocabulary at the junior high school age level,

and from his study concluded (131) that reasonable gains in vocabulary

can be made this way. He found that word meaning is learned by

studying the definitions, by reading, and by making sentences using

the new vocabulary words. However, Traxler agrees with Van Horn

and James (134) that even the most capable students meet a new con-

cept many times before it is learned, and that the reading of a word

does not assure its being a part of one's vocabulary.

An exploratory study by Strang (123) is related to words in con-

text. She investigated student reaction to unfamiliar words in context

and what the student usually does to familiarize himself with the word

meaning. She concluded that in general students have only a vague

notion of the types of context clues most useful in ascertaining word
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meanings and that the more mature readers in secondary school have

little success in the use of root words and affixes to gain word mean-

ings. She also concluded that unsystematic or casual word study has

little value and that much is yet to be desired in this aspect of vocabu-

lary study and the improvement of reading.

Programmed Instruction

Programmed instruction as a means of vocabulary teaching may

be considered as a type of direct approach, but as it is used on an

individual basis, it has not been fully explored for the present experi-

ment.

A study by Johnston (70) compared programmed instruction

using the Science Research Associates Programmed Course in

Vocabulary Development with the traditional method of using work

sheets and the teacher emphasis on direct word study. The same

lesson material was presented to both groups; one using traditional

type work sheets and practice exercises for learning reinforcement,

while the other group used the Science Research Associates Pro-

grammed Course in Vocabulary Development for learning reinforce-

ment. Johnston concluded from the results that for a specific set of

concepts the group using the programmed materials for learning rein-

forcement gained as much as the group using the work sheets for

learning reinforcement. Other types of programmed materials have
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been helpful, especially for supplementary work for many students

(19, 22).

An unpublished report of a vocabulary building experiment by

Brown (102, p. 37) is pertinent to the direct approach used in the

present experiment. Brown used programmed instruction for one

group and a variety of visual aids for the teaching of vocabulary in

another. Both groups gained more than a group receiving no special

vocabulary instruction. He concluded that both experimental groups

gained equally well but in different areas. Certain visual aids brought

best results for word identification, memorizing, and applying prefix

and root word knowledge, whereas the group using programmed

materials brought more results in general vocabulary growth. Brown

considered his study exploratory in an area which needs further in-

vestigation.

Most researchers experimenting with the direct approach to

vocabulary improvement agree that some direct vocabulary instruc-

tion is needed if students are to progress satisfactorily. Until further

research findings are available it seems likely that direct-teaching

along with some form of the incidental teaching approach to vocabulary

improvement should be emphasized at the junior high school level.

Studies Related to the Interest-in-Words Approach

The interest approach to vocabulary improvement as related to
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the present experiment consists primarily of teaching vocabulary by

motivating student interest in words and word study. Etymology is

basic in this approach, and this emphasis on word study has long been

accepted as a valued approach to vocabulary growth by many teachers

(18). Many language arts textbooks refer to the etyrriology of words

and word parts accrediting 60 percent of the English language to Latin

and Greek sources.

Eichholz and Barbe (47) studied the means of acquiring general

words or a service vocabulary. Their conclusions are based on the

results of a questionnaire completed by many teachers who expressed

belief that vocabulary should be taught within a context of reading

material as part of each subject matter area. They felt that time

spent on direct teaching of general vocabulary would take from other

important studies and suggested the promotion of interest in words as

a means of helping students improve their vocabulary in each subject

matter area. A pretest was administered, then the investigators (47)

presented informal talks to experimental group "A" on the history of

words, ordinary usage, and other related topics to add interest in

word study, for one half hour once a week for eight weeks. No attempt

was made to use these talks for teaching the meanings of words but

rather to stimulate interest in words. Experimental group "B" was

given exercises on the meanings of words presented in stories and was

told these were to be done as homework during the week assigned and
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that the results would affect their course mark. A control class re-

ceived neither the informal talks about words nor the practice exer-

cises over stories read. After eight weeks a posttest was adminis-

tered to all groups. On the basis of the results, the following conclu-

sions were formed: (1) the only recognized variable between the two

experimental groups was the number of times that they saw the test

words in context. The difference between the two experimental groups

tended to show, that learning word meanings is influenced by repeti-

tion. (2) Experimental Class B showed that retention was 79.5 per-

cent of words presented. (3) Both experimental groups showed gain

over the control group, but it should be noted that the take-home

exercises used in experimental group B were in addition to the normal

learning of words occurring as part of usual classroom studies. (4)

The control group showed a 1.0 word gain in testing, believed to be

due at least in part to the practice effect and partly to word acquisi-

tion over the eight-week period. (5) Interest was high especially in

experimental group A because of the novelty of the informal talk

method. Students interviewed after the study showed that the experi-

ment had appeal to the students, especially the talks on words rather

than the written exercises. By using this or any similar method,

the problem of teacher time consumed for practice in learning

vocabulary may be reduced. A self-checking device used for the

take-home exercises in experimental group B allowed students to
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progress at their own rate with a minimal sacrifice of time spent on

other material. Although experimental group B showed greater vocab-

ulary gain than did group A, merit is evident in both group processes.

A report by Niles (94) expressed value of teaching words by

etymology but warns that such an approach may consume too much

class time. A comparison was made of a group in which the teacher

used an etymological approach to present new words and a group

where etymology was not considered in presenting new words. Stu-

dents gained more in vocabulary when etymology was used than the

other group not concerned with etymology. Etymology serves to

arouse interest in words, and she suggests that teachers not ask stu-

dents to look up the meaning of a word in the dictionary, for few words

have a single meaning. Rather students may be asked to select a

dictionary definition of the word that fits the context in which it is

used.

Serra (118) studied many research findings on vocabulary im-

provement and concluded that a method where the teacher gives a

definition, discusses the word, and gives illustrations of the definition

is superior to any method in which the individual student uses the

dictionary by himself.

Moir (91) writes about a unit of work outlining the history of the

English language. His eighth grade students displayed increased

interest in words and seemed to gain new words readily because of
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their interest in the unit presentations. However, this was not a

formal experiment and no statistical evidence is given to indicate any

mep.surable gain. Other similar studies have been done informally in

a classroom or in experiments using several classes but in these in-

stances no statistical results are given. Funk and Lewis (49), and

Jesperson (69) prepared materials for trial with individual students

who were seriously interested in words and in wanting to increase

their vocabularies. As these studies were done on an individual basis

no statistics are available to show that vocabulary improvement was

greater when any one method was used, However, according to

individual scores on a series of exercises, some vocabulary improve-

ment took place and students making the gain were those most inter-

ested and enthusiastic about the study of words.

The same word may be interpreted quite differently by different

people depending on their background and varied experiences (53). It

is important to provide rich background materials and experiences in

presenting word associations. Greene (68) stresses the need for a

variety of experiences related to several meanings of the same word.

He concludes that for most students, the memorization of lists of

roots and affixes is a waste of time and the approach should be one

that interests students in words.

Werner and Kaplan (137) devised artificial words to place in con-

text in an attempt to help students realize that words may have
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different meanings depending on the context in which they are used.

The students in this study ranged in age from 8.6 to 13.6. They were

asked to find appropriate meanings for an artificial word which

appeared in six different verbal contexts. There were 12 sets of six

sentences each and there were 12 artificial words denoted either as

an object or action word. Interest in words was created, and vocabu-

lary improvement resulted by all who participated, according to

tests. Similar studies have been done using artificial words in news-

paper context (61).

Research in the interest-in-words approach to vocabulary im-

provement may also include the use of various schemes, devices, and

games designed to create interest and curiosity in words. Represen-

tative of the literature in this area is. Wiersema s report (138) which

may be useful to the teacher who will apply the suggestions enthusi-

astically and intelligently in word study.

Studies Related to the Wide-Reading Approach

The wide-reading approach to vocabulary improvement as

described in this experimental study is one in which wide reading is

not only emphasized but special recognition given for the amount of

wide reading done. As noted in several studies already discussed, a

form of the wide-reading approach may be called an incidental

approach to vocabulary improvement and is often compared with the
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direct-teaching approach. A prime example of such a comparison is

the study by Gray and Holmes (51) where the term incidental is used

to describe the approach compared with the direct-teaching of vocabu-

lary. Gray and Holmes actually used a wide-reading approach as

their incidental approach or method. They compared a direct method

of teaching vocabulary with an incidental form of wide-reading where

pupils gained vocabulary from reading and discussion rather than a

specific attempt to teach vocabulary. As a result of this study, Gray

and Holmes found that fourth graders experienced greater vocabulary

growth from the direct method of teaching vocabulary than they did

from an incidental or wide-reading approach.

McCullough (87) considers the casual or incidental approach to

vocabulary improvement as one involving word study when new words

occur in material the students are about to read or are currently

reading. She believes that both the direct and wide-reading approaches

to vocabulary growth are valuable and that neither should be used to

the exclusion of the other.

Karlin (79, p. 115) says that the surest route to vocabulary

building is wide reading, for along this road anyone is sure to meet

with many new and different words. He further recommends wide

reading for general vocabulary growth, but he is specific in saying

that it must be combined with a direct-teaching approach to vocabu-

lary and perhaps other indirect approaches, if a comprehensive
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program in vocabulary improvement is to be successful.

Alm (1) stated that the best single means of increasing vocabu-

lary is wide reading but stresses the importance of comprehension.

It is possible to overemphasize wide reading at the expense of poor

comprehension (14).

Traxler (131), Sachs (111), and Durrell (55) found that mere

reading does not guarantee vocabulary improvement. Sachs (111)

indicates that if wide reading is successful as an approach to vocabu-

lary improvement, it must be accompanied by a desire to master new

words and a desire to use those words in daily speech. Traxler (131)

concludes that experiments and opinions imply that wide reading alone

does not guarantee vocabulary improvement.

Baxter (7) did a study utilizing a type of wide reading approach

to vocabulary improvement. He encouraged students to read widely

in the daily newspapers and keep lists of new words encountered.

Interest was stimulated in newspaper reading by a visit to a local

newspaper plant. His students showed greater vocabulary growth than

a control group with greatest vocabulary, improvement when the

students' reading was concerned with features of the newspaper.

Niles (94) recommends the use of context clues and concludes

from research that much incidental vocabulary development must take

place whenever a pupil reads. She suggests that wide reading and
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good vocabulary often go together, but that other variables should be

considered. A person who reads widely will likely be one with high

intelligence and a superior student in ways other than having a wide

vocabulary (81).

Dunkel (44) devised a test to measure the vocabulary relation-

ship of students ability to read with comprehension and the amount of

wide reading done voluntarily by the students. This and studies by

Hunt (65) and Reed and Pepper (104) provide a basis for other studies

of word meaning associated with the wide-reading approach to vocabu-

lary improvement.

Wide reading may be considered a supplement to, or in some

instances, a substitute for a direct experience. Betts (10) refers to

wide reading as supplemental to direct experience and suggests that

vocabulary can enrich the student's direct contact with facts, his

need for communication about his experiences, and may serve to en-

courage him to extend his reading.

Readability

A discussion of the wide-reading approach to vocabulary im-

provement is not complete without consideration of the readability of

materials (178). The wide-reading approach as referred to in the

present experiment is used to promote free choice of material read.

Book lists are recommended but student reading choices are nearly
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unlimited. Davis (35), Chall (25), and others have brought to atten-

tion the importance of the readability of materials in promoting

vocabulary improvement.

If material to be read is too difficult, the student will be con-

fused and discouraged as he is overwhelmed with too many new words.

Klare (75) says that vocabulary is apparently considered a very im-

portant factor in reading difficulty, else there would not be so much

early research focused on it. Word frequency as researched by

Thorndike (129) is a vital part of vocabulary and readability studies.

Readability or the reading level of materials the student is expected to

read, is an important facet to be considered when using any one of the

vocabulary approaches in the present experiment.

Summary

The literature just reviewed has included 82 studies relating to

the three approaches to vocabulary improvement used in the present

experiment. Over half of the literature reviewed pertains to the

direct-teaching approach to vocabulary improvement. Nineteen of

these studies are on the teaching of word parts, four on the use of

context for word study, one on the use of word cards, and five on

teaching vocabulary by programmed instruction. Ten studies or

references are related to phases of the interest-in-words approach to

vocabulary improvement, and 16 on the wide-reading approach to
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vocabulary improvement. Four references on the wide-reading

approach to vocabulary improvement refer to the readability of

materials and may be applied to other approaches than mentioned.

Several studies reviewed include more than one or even two of the

three experimental approaches to vocabulary improvement used in the

present experiment.

Direct-Teaching Approach

Most researchers reporting on experiments using the direct-

teaching approach to vocabulary improvement showed it to be

superior to control groups used. Miles (90) reported that those stu-

dents in her high school experiment gained approximately three times

that of her control group. Bernard (9) found that students given

direct vocabulary teaching gained about twice as rapidly as a control

group. Gray and Holmes (51) found that almost all of the students of

their experiment gained more by the direct-teaching of vocabulary

when compared to a control group, and Catterson's (24) students

experiencing the direct-teaching of vocabulary made superior gains

when compared to a control group. Cole (26), Dale (32), McCullough

(87), and Russell (110) support the direct teaching of vocabulary as

being superior to other approaches reported in the literature. Like-

wise, studies by Daw (26), Hovious (64), and Merchant (88) parallel

those of Blair (12), Gray and Holmes (51), Baxter (7), Bernard (9),
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and others (110) in showing that greater gains in vocabulary were

made by students, using the direct-teaching approach.

Interest-in--Words Approach

Researchers reporting successful results of the interest-in-

words approach to vocabulary improvement include Brown (18),

Eichholz and Barbe (47),. Niles (94), and Heavey (61), who used

etymology to stimulate student interest in word study. Moir (91)

reported successful use of the interest-in-words approach from his

use of an outline on the history of the English language. Moir (91)

found such an outline an effective means of motivating his eighth

graders to be more interested in words. Werner and Kaplan (137)

reported vocabulary improvement by all who participated in their

experiment as compared to a control group.

Wide-Reading Approach

Those recommending a type of wide-reading approach to

vocabulary improvement include Baxter (7) whose study involved stu-

dents reading periodical materials; Betts (10) who used wide reading

as a supplement to direct experience, and Dunkel (44) who suggested

that wide reading must be voluntary if students are to respond to it as

a vocabulary improvement experience. Studies by Hunt (65) and Reed

and Pepper (104) indicate a need for other studies of vocabulary
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improvement through the wide-reading approach. Alm (1), Niles

(94), Karlin (79), Traxler (131), and others (110) agree that wide

reading and good vocabularies usually go together.

Because of the many vocabulary studies reported with no uni-

versal agreement on any one best approach to vocabulary improve-

ment, the need for the present study is apparent.
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CHAPTER III

DESIGN OF THE STUDY AND RELATED PROCEDURES

This study compares three approaches to the improvement of

vocabulary in ninth grade language arts classes: the direct-teaching

approach, the interest-in-words approach, and the wide-reading

approach.

The writer received permission from the appropriate adminis-

trators of the Salem Public School District, Salem, Oregon, to pre-

sent the idea for this experiment to ninth grade language arts teachers.

The teachers were presented with a description of the entire experi-

ment and the emphasis on vocabulary improvement expected in each

experimental group. A teacher from each of four junior high schools

volunteered to participate and selected the experimental approach to

vocabulary in which he was most interested. Two classes taught by

the same teacher in each school comprised a sample or group.

Samples

The students of this study were in two ninth grade language arts

classes in each of four junior high schools in the Salem Public School

System, Salem, Oregon. Two ninth grade language arts classes in

each school comprise a sample or group. The students were classi-

fied as average, having an intelligence quotient of 89 or above
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according to recorded information in the school district files.

Eighteen students were eliminated because of absences on the posttest.

The mean chronological age of all students participating in the study

was 14.5 years at the beginning of the experiment. The number of

student scores totaled 164.

Cooperating Schools

Students of two ninth grade language arts classes in each of

three schools in the Salem Public School District comprise the ex-

perimental groups of this study. The schools and assigned vocabulary

approaches utilized are as follows: Waldo Junior High School, the

wide-reading approach; Walker Junior High Schools, the interest-in-

words approach; and Leslie Junior High School, the direct-teaching

approach. Two ninth grade classes with the same teacher at Parrish

Junior High School comprise the control group. These schools are

within the Salem Public School District, Number 24, Marion County,

Oregon. None of these schools segregate pupils by the track system.

Experimental Groups

Each experimental group consists of two ninth grade language

arts classes in the same school having the same teacher. After con-

sulting with the administrators of the school district, this investigator

was granted permission to present the experimental plan to the junior
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high school principals of the district and ninth grade language arts

teachers. These teachers were then given opportunity to participate

voluntarily. Each teacher volunteering was enthusiastic about the

experiment and her particular approach to vocabulary improvement.

The total number of students in the study consisted of 164 ninth

graders of similar socioeconomic background, a mixture of rural and

urban, according to school district records. There were 86 girls and

78 boys with an average chronological age of 14.2 years, ranging

from 13.9 to 15.8 years. Intelligence quotients on the California

Test of Mental Maturity for all four groups ranged from 89 to 138

with an average of 111 according to school district data. These

particular students were utilized for the study because they were in

two classes taught by teachers who volunteered for the experiment.

The group for the wide-reading approach to vocabulary improve-

ment consisted of 48 students, 27 girls and 21 boys. Their average

chronological age at the time of the experiment was 14.2 years with a

range of 14.1 to 15.6 years. Their intelligence quotient averaged

approximately 109, with a range of 89 to 131 according to school

district data.

The group for the interest-in-words approach consisted of 40

students, 17 girls and 23 boys. Their average chronological age at

the time of the experiment was 14.2, with a range of 14.1 to 15.3

years. The average intelligence quotient of the interest-in-words
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approach group was 113 with a range of 95 to 134 according to school

district data.

The group for the direct-teaching of words approach consisted

of 42 students, 21 boys and 21 girls. Their average chronological

age at the time of the experiment was 14.2 years with a range of

14.0 to 15.8 years. Their intelligence quotient averaged 112 with a

range of 89 to 136 according to school district data.

Control Group

The control group consisted of 34 students, 21 girls and 13 boys

with an average chronological age of,14. 1 years ranging from 13.9 to

15.1 years. Intelligence quotients for this group averaged 113,

ranging from 94 to 138 according to school district data.

Presentation

The writer administered two pretests, the vocabulary section of

Form A of the Diagnostic Reading Test and the vocabulary section of

Form A of the Nelson-Denny Reading Test, to all groups. In each

class these tests were administered in the same order and during the

same class period. The vocabulary section of the Diagnostic Reading

Test, was administered first, because it has seventh grade as grade

level base and is the shorter of the two tests used, consisting of

60 test items. The Nelson-Denny Reading Test, vocabulary section,
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was administered last, because it has ninth grade as grade level base

and is longer, consisting of 100 test items.

A specific vocabulary improvement approach was stressed in

each experimental group, with the aim of the study to ascertain which

of these approaches was most effective in promoting vocabulary im-

provement, which of these approaches was the least effective in pro-

moting vocabulary improvement, and whether or not improvement in

each of the three experimental approaches was significantly different

from the control group, where only incidental attention was given to

vocabulary improvement. There was no planned developmental pro-

gram of vocabulary improvement or specific approach to vocabulary

development utilized in the control group.

During the 14 weeks following the initial testing, the student's

regular class work continued while the improvement of vocabulary was

emphasized and promoted according to the approach used in each ex-

perimental group. For comparative purposes, the control group did

not receive special instruction in vocabulary improvement. The

writer observed each experimental group at least seven times and

discussed class activities and student progress with each teacher.

The writer observed the control group four times and discussed class

activities with the teacher of that group.

At the conclusion of this 14 week experiment, the writer ad-

ministered the posttests, the vocabulary section of Form B of the two
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initial tests, the Diagnostic Reading Test and the Nelson-Denny

Reading Test. These tests were administered in the same order as

Form A and for the same reasons. Mean raw score differences were

obtained for each group by comparing the mean raw scores of the post-

test with the mean raw scores of the pretest according to both evalua-

tive criteria.

Each teacher volunteering to participate in the experiment was

presented with a description of the type of emphasis expected for his

approach to vocabulary study. This description was agreed upon by

the teacher and investigator and is described under each of the follow-

ing approach headings. The investigator did not attempt to design

specific lesson plans, for the experiment was designed to study

approaches to vocabulary rather than specific teaching methods.

Wide-Reading Approach

The teacher of this approach placed emphasis on wide reading,

gave some class time for free reading, but in addition agreed on the

following grading system: a student reading and reporting on four

books in a six weeks period would receive an A grade, three books for

a B, two books for a C, and one for a D grade. This was done at the

suggestions of the reading committee of that school. Free choice of

books was encouraged while the school librarian and teacher of this

approach emphasized reading as recreation as well as a tool for
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learning. The number of books read by the students of this approach

group ranged from one to 40 during the first six weeks period of this

experiment. Oral and written book reports were used and incidental

attention given to the understanding of new words through context.

Along with the emphasis on wide reading as a means of improv-

ing vocabulary, this group carried on with various language arts

activities included in the curriculum guide of that district. This

group read. Merchant of Venice, wrote paragraphs and letters, worked

on grammar and spelling exercises, and diagrammed sentences.

However, this group had no drill work in vocabulary nor did they com-

pile lists of vocabulary words.

Interest-in-Words Approach

The teacher of this approach required student notebooks with

exercises using new words, emphasized the etymology of words, and

the evolution of word uses. She had a unit on mythology during part

of the experiment and took advantage of current reading material to

interest students in word study as associated with mythological terms,

especially words with Latin and Greek origins. Word derivations of

Latin and Greek were stressed (21, 43, 57, 60, 103, 127).

One of the most popular methods of teaching used in this

approach was to give the students a noun or verb, then have them

guess the various forms of the word, its origin, and possible
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etymology of the word based on what they already knew about related

word meanings. The students' behavior revealed that they enjoyed

the activity of guessing the meaning of words, because it became evi-

dent that they were making a game out of it. Although some of this

was done in writing, much of it was done orally. Pronunciation of

difficult words was stressed and several oral tests were given cover-

ing the recognition of words in common usage today that had their

origins in mythology.

A number of students in this group voluntarily viewed a course

in vocabulary development that was presented on a local television

program. Some students gave extra reports and did projects related

to their increasing interest in new words. Time lines were made by

each student showing events related to early Greek and Roman

civilization, literary events, and early work of the eighteenth century

writers. Attractive bulletin boards, pictures, and current event

clippings depicting word etymology were displayed. A variety of

audio-visual materials was used to maintain student interest in learn-

ing new meanings for familiar words. One topic students explored

with much interest concerned how slang becomes a respectable part

of language.

Each student in the interest-in-words approach to vocabulary

improvement group kept a notebook containing his time line and class

assignments including his own list of new words. One of the specific
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techniques used by students in this group was the recording of new

words in their notebooks with the following information: the most

common usage and less common usage, use of the words in a sentence,

derivations, and additional word meanings.

Direct-Teaching Approach

The teacher volunteering for this approach to vocabulary im-

provement was conscientious in her emphasis on the direct-teaching of

new vocabulary words. She used word lists frequently with many

words from the daily lesson materials and from basic lists selected

by her. She stressed the use of word parts such as prefixes, suf-

fixes, and root words for the learning of new word meanings. Many

hand-out sheets were used and numerous opportunities given for the

students to use the new words, especially in written work. Students

were given practice in using the dictionary to determine the exact

meaning of a word according to its use in context. Quizzes over word

lists were commonly used which incorporated the task of having stu-

dents associate word meanings with certain synonyms and antonyms.

The following examples are typical of the kinds of questions used in

some vocabulary quizzes in which words were matched with their

definitions:
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phase

a. an administrative problem,

b. a nervous ailment,

c. stage of development.

Students were asked to write down either the answer choice or letter

representing the best definition of the test word (79).

The direct-teaching approach group had a unit on The Merchant

of Venice most of which was discussed in class. Quizzes over The

Merchant of Venice included a vocabulary section in which words and

synonyms were matched. A sample of the type of questions used is

as follows:

The four winds blow in from

every coast renowned suitors.

(wealthy, ambitious, widely known)

In other questions words were given and the students were asked to

find matching words or synonyms within the context of The Merchant

of Venice.

Other procedures of the direct-teaching approach to the im-

provement of vocabulary included such activities as word games,

crossword puzzles, dramatization of word meanings, use of current

periodicals, the fitting of dictionary meanings into context, compari-

son of several dictionary definitions, dividing words into syllables,

sounding out syllables, studying parts of speech, word compounds,
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and transformational grammar. Many of the traditional techniques

were used in this approach to the improvement of vocabulary (22, 49,

56, 58, 59, 88).

Control Group

In contrast to the experimental groups, the control group

followed no specific directions nor did the teacher stress any one

particular vocabulary improvement approach. The control group

spent some time reading short stories and poetry, and in addition,

the students did some creative writing. Students of this group spent

some time on grammar, punctuation, spelling, and literature, as

indicated in the district's curriculum guide for ninth grade language

arts. Learning of new vocabulary in the control group was incidental

rather than being stressed by the teacher, in contrast to the experi-

mental groups where specific vocabulary approaches were empha-

sized. No directives were given the teacher of the control group by

the researcher except to continue with his ongoing language arts pro-

gram.

Purpose of the Experimental Groups and Control Group

The answers to two major questions were sought in this study

regarding the experimental groups and three questions regarding the

control group. Which one of the three experimental approaches to
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vocabulary improvement, the direct-teaching of words approach, the

interest-in-words approach, or the wide-reading approach is most

effective for vocabulary improvement when compared to each other

approach used in this study? Also, which one of these three

approaches to vocabulary improvement, the direct-teaching of words

approach, the interest-in-words approach, or the wide-reading

approach is least effective for vocabulary improvement when com-

pared with the other approaches used in this study?

Each experimental approach group was then compared to the

control group to ascertain if there are significant differences in

vocabulary improvement by each approach. Answers to these three

subsidiary questions were sought: Is the direct-teaching approach to

vocabulary improvement significantly better than no specific

approach? Is the interest-in-words approach to vocabulary improve-

ment significantly better than no specific approach? Is the wide-

reading approach to vocabulary improvement significantly better than

no specific approach?

Assumptions

It is assumed that:

1. Standardized tests are dependable means of measuring

pupil achievement of vocabulary improvement in the present

study.
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2. A period of 14 weeks is an adequate amount of time to

determine the outcome of effects of a particular teaching

approach or emphasis.

3. Previous mental maturity tests provide adequate informa-

tion to classify the students in this study as average or

above average in intelligence.

4. The teachers involved in this experimental study followed

the suggestions of emphasis given each vocabulary

approach.

5. The use of a different school for each approach to vocabu-

lary improvement utilized in this study as well as the con-

trol group prevented the contamination of data.

6. The testing conditions are similar for the pretest and post-

test for each group.

7. The test scoring is accurate as it was checked by a

colleague as well as the researcher.

8. The statistics are accurate as they were computed by

members of the Oregon State University Department of

Statistics.

Sources of Data

Data for this experimental study have been gathered from the

following sources:
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1. School. records of the students participating in the study.

2. Ninth grade teachers involved in the experiment.

3. Ninth grade students involved in the experiment.

4. Test data as indicated from pretest and posttest scores.

5. Classroom observations in all groups by the writer.

6. Statistics by the Oregon State University Department of

Statistics.

Evaluative Instruments

The vocabulary sections of two standardized reading tests were

used in this experiment as criterion measures before and after the

experiment (98, 130, 135). The vocabulary section of the Diagnostic

Reading Test, Form A and the vocabulary section of the Nelson-

Denny Reading Test, Form A were given at the beginning of the

experiment by the writer. After 14 weeks, the vocabulary section of

the Diagnostic Reading Test, Form B, and the vocabulary section of

the Nelson-Denny Reading Test, Form B, were administered by the

writer.

The Criterion Measures

The vocabulary section of the Diagnostic Reading Test, Form

A, and the vocabulary section of the Nelson-Denny Reading Test,

Form A provided initial. scores for each student and served as
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beginning measures of his vocabulary. The vocabulary sections of

Form B of the same tests provided terminal scores following the

experiment.

The vocabulary section of the Diagnostic Reading Test and the

vocabulary section of the Nelson-Denny Reading Test were chosen for

this study because of their national standardization and wide accep-

tance.

Each form of the vocabulary section of the Diagnostic Reading

Test contains 60 definitions that require the student to select the cor-

rect synonym from a choice of five words. Each form of the vocabu-

lary section of the Nelson-Denny Reading Test contains 100 definitions

that require the student to select the correct synonym from a choice

of five words. The time for each test is ten minutes and the raw

scores are used in determining progress. Raw scores refer to the

number of test items correct on each measuring instrument.

Published in 1947, the Diagnostic Reading Test, survey section

(133) offers revised norms for the seventh grade through college

freshmen or grade 13. The raw score which was used in this experi-

ment was obtained by counting the number of questions a student

answered correctly. Interpretation of this score is done by comparing

the raw scores of the students in the particular experimental group to

the raw scores obtained by appropriate standardized groups (133).

The Diagnostic Reading Test Manual (133) gives the reliability score
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of the vocabulary section as .89.

The Nelson-Denny Reading Test by M. J. Nelson and E. C.

Denny (93), published in 1929 but revised and renormed in 1960, gives

percentile norms for grades 9 through 16. The reliability for the

Nelson-Denny Reading Test was computed as .93. According to the

Sixth Mental Measurements Yearbook, the Nelson-Denny Reading

Test is one of the best reading tests (98, p. 1078). The standard

error is given as 2.26 raw score points above and below a student's

actual observed score for grade 9. In other words, since no test

measure has absolute accuracy, scores should not be thought of as

points but as bands, within the limits of which the student's true score

is most likely to fall. The standard error of measurement indicates

the width of the band of the estimated variability of the test scores

(93, p. 26, 27).

The average difficulty for the vocabulary section of the Diagnos-

tic Reading Test, Form A is 53 and Form B is 55. The average dif-

ficulty for the vocabulary section of the Nelson-Denny Reading Test is

62.3 for both Forms A and B. Difficulty values for the Nelson-Denny

Reading Test, vocabulary section, were obtained by averaging the

percent passing each item.

In the present experiment the writer administered the pretests

and posttests under the same general conditions for each experimental

group. During the same class period, the Diagnostic Reading Test,
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vocabulary section was administered first and then the Nelson-Denny

Reading Test, vocabulary section. The same procedure was used for

for the pretests and the posttests.

Analytic Procedures

The analytic procedures were determined by the questions to be

answered from the data. Answers to these questions were sought:

which one of three approaches to vocabulary improvement, the direct-

teaching of words, the interest-in-words, or the wide-reading is the

most effective for vocabulary improvement, and which of these

approaches is least effective for vocabulary improvement in the desig-

nated ninth grade language arts classes? Further, answers to these

questions were sought as each experimental group is compared with

the control group: is there a significant difference in vocabulary im-

provement when the direct-teaching, interest-in-words, and wide-

reading groups are each compared with the control group where

vocabulary improvement is incidental, or where there is no desig-

nated emphasis or approach?

Approach Alone as a Variable

To find out whether the specific approach to vocabulary im-

provement constituted a significant variable in this experiment, the

study compared the pretest and posttest raw scores of the Diagnostic
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Reading Test, vocabulary section, and the Nelson-Denny Reading

Test, vocabulary section, made by 130 ninth grade students in three

experimental approach groups and 34 in the control group. The raw

scores in the pretests provided an initial level of competence with

which to make later comparisons.

The raw scores of each experimental group and the control

group on both initial tests, the vocabulary section of the Diagnostic

Reading Test, Form A and the vocabulary section of the Nelson-Denny

Reading Test, Form A were compared with their raw scores of the

posttests or Form B of the two initial tests. The mean gain for each

experimental group was compared to the mean gain of the other ex-

perimental groups on both the Diagnostic Reading Test and the

Nelson-Denny Reading Test, vocabulary sections. The mean gain

for each experimental group was compared to the mean gain of the

control group for both the Diagnostic Reading Test, vocabulary sec-

tion, and the Nelson-Denny Reading Test, vocabulary section. Raw

scores represent the number of correct responses to test questions.

Test for Significant Differences

The study compared the group raw scores on the two initial

tests, the vocabulary section of the Diagnostic Reading Test, Form

A and the Nelson-Denny Reading Test, vocabulary section, Form A,

with the group raw scores on the terminal tests which are the
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vocabulary sections or Form B of the two initial tests. The mean

gain of each experimental group in the experiment was compared to

the mean gain of each other experimental approach group. The t

test, a parametric statistic, was used to determine if the differences

in gains were significant at the 05 level.

To answer the question of how each experimental group com-

pares with the control group, the mean raw score gain between the

pretest and posttest scores for each experimental group was com-

pared to the mean gain of the control group and the t test used to

determine if differences were significant at the .05 level. The

formula used for computing the t tests for this study is as follows:

t xl x2
2 1 1

iN/ S

n1
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

This experimental study is designed to compare the effectiveness

of three approaches to vocabulary improvement utilizing eight ninth

grade language arts classes. These approaches to vocabulary im-

provement are the wide-reading approach, the interest-in-words

approach, and the direct-teaching approach. The measurement of

vocabulary improvement was accomplished by using Form A of both

the Diagnostic Reading Test, vocabulary section, and the Nelson-

Denny Reading Test, vocabulary section, as pretests and Form B of

of both tests as posttests administered after exposure to the different

vocabulary approach emphases for 14 weeks. The actual vocabulary

improvement measures were the differences of scores obtained by

comparing the mean pretest and the mean posttest scores for each

approach group according to each evaluative instrument.

The answers to two basic questions were sought from this

experiment: (1) Which one of the three approaches to vocabulary

improvement, the wide-reading, the interest-in-words, or the direct-

teaching of vocabulary approach is most effective when compared to

the other approaches used in this study? (2) Which one of the three

approaches to vocabulary improvement, the wide-reading, the

interest-in-words, or the direct-teaching of vocabulary approach is
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least effective compared with the other approaches used in this study?

Comparison of Vocabulary Growth for All Groups

A comparison of pretest and posttest scores was made for each

group to ascertain the mean raw score gains according to each evalua-

tive instrument, the Diagnostic Reading Test and the Nelson-Denny

Reading Test, vocabulary sections.

Table 1. Results of t test to determine
test raw scores within groups
grade language arts classes.

if there are significant differences between
on the Diagnostic Reading Test, vocabulary

pretest and post-
section, ninth

Approach
Number of

students
Pretest
mean

Posttest
mean

Mean
gain

Obtained
t value

Wide-reading 48 31. 92 34.69 2. 77 1.49

Interest -in-words 40 34. 10 38. 88 4. 78 2. 42*

Direct-teaching 42 33.03 35. 52 2. 50 1. 42

Control Group 34 34. 32 36. 24 1.92 1.04

*Improvement significant at the . 05 level.

Table 1 summarizes the vocabulary growth as measured by the

Diagnostic Reading Test, vocabulary section, for all groups in the

study. Inspection of Table 1 shows that only the vocabulary approach

identified as interest-in-words resulted in a significant improvement,

at the .05 level, in vocabulary scores as measured by differences

between pretest and posttest performances on this particular

measuring instrument.
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Table 2. Results of t test to determine
test raw scores within groups
grade language arts classes.

if there are significant differences between
on the Nelson-Denny Reading Test, vocabulary

pretest and post-
section, ninth

Approach
Number of
students

Pretest
mean

Posttest
mean

Mean
gain

Obtained
L value

Wide-reading 48 20. 50 27. 96 7.46 4. 20**

Interest-in-words 40 25. 74 32. 85 7.11 3.03**

Direct-teaching 42 23. 32 30. 95 7.63 3. 49**

Control group 34 25. 45 32. 55 7.10 2.63*

*Improvement significant at the . 05 level.
**Improvement significant at the . 01 level.

It is evident in Table 2 that each vocabulary approach resulted

in significant improvement in vocabulary scores, as measured by the

Nelson-Denny Reading Test. The obtained t scores for the compari-

sons of the pretest and posttest performances for the three experi-

mental approach groups indicate that the differences found could have

occurred by chance less than one time in 100. The obtained t

scores for the comparison of the pretest and posttest performance

for the control group indicate that the difference found could have

occurred by chance less than five times in 100. Each of the experi-

mental approach groups showed improvement significant at the .01

level while the gain made by the control group was significant at the

.05 level.
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Experimental Group Differences

The mean gains for the experimental approach groups were then

compared with each other to determine if vocabulary improvement

differed significantly as a function of each approach used. It was

necessary to compare the mean gains in vocabulary scores from pre-

test to posttest on both the Diagnostic Reading Test, vocabulary sec-

tion, and the Nelson-Denny Reading Test, vocabulary section. The

questions to be answered using these data were: which of the three

approaches to vocabulary improvement, the wide-reading, the

interest-in-words, or the direct-teaching of vocabulary, is the most

and which is the least effective?

Table 3. Comparisons of mean gain in vocabulary improvement be-
tween experimental groups as measured by the Diagnostic
Reading Test, vocabulary section.

Experimental group
comparisons

Mean gain from
pretest to posttest

Obtained
t value

Interest-in-words 4. 78
Wide -reading 2. 77 1.46

Wide-reading 2. 77
Direct-teaching 2. 50 . 23

Interest-in-words 4. 78
Direct-teaching 2.50 1.54

*None significant at the .05 level.

Inspection of Table 3 shows that the experimental approach

groups do not differ significantly in vocabulary improvement as
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measured by the mean gain from the pretest to posttest on the

Diagnostic Reading Test, vocabulary section.

Table 4. Comparisons of mean gain in vocabulary improvement
tween experimental groups as measured by
Denny Reading Test, vocabulary section.

be-
the Nelson-

Experimental group
comparisons

Mean gain from
pretest to posttest

Obtained
t value*

Wide reading 7.46
Interest-in-words 7.11 .30

Direct-teaching 7.63
Wide -reading 7.46 .14

Direct-teaching 7.63
Interest-in-words 7.11 .42

*None significant at the .05 level.

Inspection of Table 4 shows that the mean gains from pretest to

posttest, as measured by the Nelson-Denny Reading Test, vocabulary

section, do not differ as a function of the vocabulary approaches used.

Experimental Group Differences Compared to
Control Group Differences

Comparisons between the control group and each experimental

approach group were conducted to answer the following subsidiary

questions: (3) Is there a significant difference in vocabulary improve-

ment when the direct-teaching of vocabulary approach group is com-

pared to the control group? (4) Is there significant difference in

vocabulary improvement when the interest-in--words approach group is
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compared to the control group? (5) Is there a significant difference

in vocabulary improvement when the wide-reading approach group is

compared to the control group?

In order to answer these questions, it was necessary to compare

the mean score differences for each experimental group with the mean

score differences obtained by the control group. The mean difference

between pretest and posttest scores for each experimental group was

compared to the mean difference between the pretest and posttest

scores of the control group on each evaluative criteria, the Diagnostic

Reading Test, vocabulary section, and the Nelson-Denny Reading Test,

vocabulary section.

Table 5. Comparisons of mean raw score gains from pretest to post-
test on the Diagnostic Reading Test, vocabulary section, for
the experimental and control groups.

Comparisons
Mean gain from

pretest to posttest
Obtained
t value

Wide-reading 2.77
Control 1.92 .61

Interest-in-words 40.78
Control 1.92 1.97*

Direct-teaching 2. 50
Control 1.92 .40

*Improvement significant at the .05 level.

It is evident in Table 5 that when using the Diagnostic Reading

Test the only group that showed significantly greater vocabulary
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improvement when compared to the control group was the interest-

in-words approach group, which showed improvement significant at

the .05 level.

Table 6. Comparisons of mean raw score gains from pretest to post-
test on the Nelson-Denny Reading Test, vocabulary section,
for the experimental and control groups.

Comparisons
Mean gain from

pretest to posttest
Obtained
t value

Wide- reading 7.46
Control 7.10 .29

Interest-in-words 7.11
Control 7.10 .01

Direct-teaching 7.63
Control 7.10 .41

* None significant at the .05 level.

Inspection of Table 6 indicates that the mean gain in perform-

ance from pretest to posttest using the Nelson-Denny Reading Test,

vocabulary section, does not show a significant difference between the

vocabulary improvement in the experimental groups and the control

group.

Review of Results

Comparisons of the pretest and posttest performances on the

Diagnostic Reading Test, vocabulary section, revealed that only the
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interest-in-words experimental approach group showed improvement

significant at the .05 level. Comparisons of the pretest and posttest

performances on the Nelson-Denny Reading Test, vocabulary section,

revealed that all of the experimental approach groups showed im-

provement significant at the .01 level and the control group showed

improvement significant at the .05 level.

Inspection of the data indicates that on each evaluative instru-

ment the control group and the interest-in-words experimental

approach group had higher mean scores on the pretest than either of

the other two experimental groups. Despite the possible advantage of

having a higher mean performance on the pretest, the control group

showed a smaller mean gain than any of the experimental approach

groups.

When experimental groups were compared with each other, in

terms of differences between mean gains from the pretest and post-

test performances on the Diagnostic Reading Test, no group showed

significantly greater improvement. Thus, it is evident that the ex-

perimental approaches to vocabulary used in this study were not

significantly different in their effectiveness in improving vocabulary

scores on the Diagnostic Reading Test, vocabulary section.

When experimental groups were compared with each other, in

terms of differences between mean gains from the pretest and post-

test performances on the Nelson-Denny Reading Test, no group showed
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significantly greater improvement. It is evident that the experimental

approaches to vocabulary used in this study were not significantly

different in their effectiveness in improving vocabulary scores on the

Nelson-Denny Reading Test, vocabulary section.

As the mean vocabulary improvement did not differ significantly

among the experimental approach groups, it would appear that each

experimental approach to vocabulary used in this study was about as

effective as each other experimental group in the study in bringing

about vocabulary improvement according to the evaluative criteria

used.

When each experimental approach group was compared with the

control group, the interest-in-words approach was the only experi-

mental group showing significantly greater vocabulary improvement,

and that was shown only on the Diagnostic Reading Test. Results of

the Nelson-Denny Reading Test, vocabulary section, gave no evidence

of any experimental approach group performance being significantly

better than the control group.

Answers to two basic questions were sought from this experi-

ment: which one of the three approaches to vocabulary improvement,

the wide-reading, the interest-in-words, or the direct-teaching of

vocabulary approach is most effective and which is the least effective

when compared to the other approaches used in this study? These

may be answered by saying that the data support the conclusion that
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none of the experimental approaches to vocabulary used in this study

was significantly better than the other approaches used Data from

each evaluative instrument, the Diagnostic Reading Test, vocabulary

section, and the Nelson-Denny Reading Test, vocabulary section, sup-

port this conclusion.

Comparisons between the control group and each experimental

approach group were conducted to answer the following subsidiary

questions: is there a significant difference in vocabulary improve-

ment when the direct-teaching of vocabulary approach, the interest-

in-words approach, or the wide-reading approach is compared to the

control group? These questions may be answered by saying that only

the interest-in-words approach group showed significant improvement

when compared to the control group performance on the Diagnostic

Reading Test, vocabulary section,. Vocabulary improvement as

measured by the Nelson-Denny Reading Test, vocabulary section,

indicates that none of the experimental approach groups showed

significant improvement when compared to the control group.
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION

The writer has not found another study in which the same three

experimental approaches to vocabulary improvement used in this

study are compared, nor has research been found in which the same

comparisons are made with the two evaluative instruments used in the

present study. This study seems to be unique in these aspects.

Results of the present study tend to support the findings of

studies reported earlier in that some structured teaching effort de-

voted to vocabulary results in greater vocabulary growth than does

learning experiences in which only incidental attention is given to

vocabulary improvement (102, p. 83). This is evident by a compari-

son of the pretest and posttest scores on the Diagnostic Reading Test,

vocabulary section, where the interest-in-words approach group

showed improvement significant at the .05 level, and in the Nelson-

Denny Reading Test, vocabulary section where improvement was sig-

nificant at the .01 level for all experimental groups and significant at

the .05 level for the control group, which represents incidental atten-

tion to vocabulary growth. This would also agree with studies by

Merchant (88) and those discussed by Petty (102).

According to one evaluative instrument, the Diagnostic Reading

Test, vocabulary section, results of the present study tend to support
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those by Merchant (88), Hovious (64), Blair (12), Hogan (63), and

others (7, 9, 110) in that their results show that a structured or direct

method of teaching vocabulary produces more evident growth in

vocabulary when compared to a control group alone. Despite signi-

ficant improvement among all groups, no experimental group was

superior to the control group according to the Nelson-Denny Reading

Test, vocabulary section.

Results of the present study tend to support those of Gray and

Holmes (51), according to one evaluative instrument, the Diagnostic

Reading Test, vocabulary section, in that a direct type of vocabulary

teaching, the interest-in-words approach in this study, is more

effective than a control group where no specific attention is given to

vocabulary improvement. Results of the present study showing im-

provement significant by the interest-in-words experimental approach

group occur on only one evaluative instrument, the Diagnostic Reading

Test. The scope of the direct teaching method used by Gray and

Holmes (51) includes a partial combination of all three experimental

approaches used in the present study. For example, they encouraged

wide reading and other means of vocabulary improvement emphasized

in all three approaches to vocabulary improvement in the present

study, but their only comparison was with a single control group. In

the present study the control group was given no specific vocabulary

emphasis and thus whatever vocabulary was learned in that group was
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learned incidentally. This is in line with a definition of incidental

word study given by McCullough, "the casual or incidental approach

involves the study of words as they happen to occur in material the

students are about to read or are currently reading" (98, p. 477).

The values of extensive reading as a means of fostering vocabu-

lary are strongly disputed by McCullough (87) and others (121, p.

383). The results of the present study support this conclusion in that

the wide-reading approach group did not show improvement signifi-

cant when compared with any of the experimental approach groups or

the control group on either evaluative instrument. These results

also agree with Traxler (131), and Sachs (111), Durrell (55), and

others (87), that wide reading does not guarantee vocabulary im-

provement although it may help. Karlin (79, p. 115) says that the

surest route to vocabulary building is wide reading, but he is specific

in adding that it must be combined with a direct teaching approach to

vocabulary and perhaps indirect approaches if successful. Van Horn

and James (134) indicate that some students must meet a word many

times before it is learned and the proper meaning associated with it.

Students using the interest-in-words approach to vocabulary

improvement in this study were the only ones showing improvement

significant when compared to the control group on one evaluative in-

strument, the Diagnostic Reading Test, vocabulary section. It was

in this experimental group that emphasis was placed on the etymology
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of words. The chief value of this phase of the approach was in show-

ing students the living nature of language (94, p. 152). It is of

interest for pupils to talk about how the word meanings have changed

over a period of time. The study of stories behind figurative sayings

help to create interest in words. The importance of focusing on word

meaning is emphasized by Deighton:

It is my belief that nothing substantial can be accomplished
in vocabulary development unless the student is infected
with a continuing and consuming interest in words for
themselves. This kind of interest is not inborn: it is
learned. Or more precisely, it is instilled (39, p. 83).

Deighton is quoted in Petty in this further statement which confirms

the results of the present experimental study.

What is needed for all learning is interest. A sense of
excitement about words, a sense of wonder, and a feeling
of pleasure--these are the essential ingredients in vocabu-
lary development (102, p. 54).

Several studies relating to the interest-in-words approach to vocabu-

lary improvement used in this study conclude that this approach must

be combined with other approaches to be most successful (18, 47, 94).

Especially related to this approach would necessarily be the

attitude and interest of the teacher in words. By her example of con-

stant attention to words and their characteristics, the teacher helps

create a similar attitude among her pupils and reinforces their inter-

est in words (121, p. 383). Shick comments:

On every level of instruction, ...the teacher has an un-
mistakable obligation to impart, simply but with convic-
tion, some realization of the tremendous power of English
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words to express not only direct and clear statements
but also shades and colorings of meanings, depth of
significance, and implications or suggestions beyond
the prosaic and straightforward declaration (114, p.
153).

According to research reported by Petty (102), the ninth grade

level comes in the student's life when there is a declining trend in

vocabulary growth. This may have contributed to the small amount of

vocabulary growth evident in this experiment. It may be hypothesized

that at a different age level, the experimental conditions may have re-

sulted in significant differences in performance from pretest to post-

test.

Each experimental approach group used in the present study may

have made greater gains had the study lasted longer than 14 weeks,

because in a study by Otterman (99) over a six weeks period, no

significant gains were evident while a similar study by Miles (90) over

a full semester showed significant gains. An experiment by Corcoran

(27) lasting six weeks paralleled one by Catterson (24) lasting three

months with the results being quite different largely because of the

time factor.

Two unique features of the present study are that three distinct-

ly different emphases of vocabulary improvement are compared with

each other and with a control group, and two evaluative instruments

are used to compare the results. Experts agree that one of the sig-

nificant problems of educational measurement is the need for
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improved vocabulary tests (29, p. 528). Vogel (102) points out that

multiple choice questions either oversimplify or overcomplicate the

problem of correct response, and Shick (114, p. 156) in speaking of

studies related to vocabulary tests states that: "these studies reflect

growing awareness that many tests now in use fail to recognize the

existence of multiple meanings for English words" (114, p. 156).

Vocabulary knowledge as shown through understanding of words and

concept knowledge are not necessarily the same. The most critical

problem in measuring the dimension of a vocabulary is that of surface

verbalization or the manipulation of words without real understanding

of them. While the assessment of an individual's vocabulary know-

ledge might be attempted by a number of methods, usually it is done

by having him select a synonym for a given word from several words

listed. These procedures may be questioned in respect to the validity

with which they actually measure knowledge of a particular word

(102, p. 14). The advantage of using two evaluative instruments in

the same study or experiment is for comparative purposes and does

add strength to the present study.

The statement by Niles (94, p. 148) continues to hold true that:

Research has so far not indicated that one method of
teaching vocabulary is clearly superior to others.
Probably the 'best' method is one which makes use of
many different approaches, but particularly those
which have transfer value, which help a pupil to help
himself (94, p. 148).
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Merchant (88, p. 37) and others, Petty (102) agree, that continued

study and experimentation is needed to determine the best methods for

promoting vocabulary improvement. There is little or no agreement

or significant evidence in the literature to support the idea that there

is any one best method of teaching vocabulary or any one best approach

to vocabulary improvement (20, 114). Further research is needed in

this vital portion of the basic reading skills.
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was to compare three approaches to

vocabulary improvement in ninth grade language arts classes: the

direct-teaching of vocabulary approach, the wide-reading approach,

and the interest-in-words approach. Answers to the following

questions were sought: 1) Which one of these three approaches to

vocabulary improvement, the direct-teaching of vocabulary, the

interest-in-words, and the wide-reading is most effective compared to

the other approaches used in this study? 2) Which one of these three

approaches to vocabulary improvement, the direct-teaching of vocabu-

lary, the interest-in-words, the wide-reading is least effective

compared to the other approaches used in this study? Answers to the

following subsidiary questions were sought: 3) Is there a significant

difference in vocabulary improvement when the direct-teaching of

vocabulary approach group is compared to the control group? 4) Is

there significant difference in vocabulary improvement when the

interest-in-words approach group is compared to the control group?

5) Is there significant difference in vocabulary improvement when the

wide-reading approach group is compared to the control group?

The proper authorities of the Salem Public School system of

Salem, Oregon were contacted and this experimental design was
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presented to a number of ninth grade teachers in several Salem

junior high schools. The teachers volunteered to participate in the

study utilizing the particular vocabulary approach in which they were

most interested. The teacher of the control group was also a

volunteer. The population samples utilized in the study consisted of

students in two ninth grade language arts classes in each of four

junior high schools. Each experimental group and the control group

were in different schools. Pretests were administered to 182 stu-

dents, 164 of which were given posttests. Eighteen students from the

original sample were absent for the posttest or had moved away from

the school district. These students were deleted from the study. The

mean chronological age of the students continuing through the experi-

ment was 14.5 years at the beginning of the 14 week experiment.

The experiment began with the researcher administering the

Diagnostic Reading Test, vocabulary section, Form A, and the

Nelson-Denny Reading Test, vocabulary section, Form A. During

the 14 weeks that followed, the teacher of each experimental group

stressed a different approach to the improvement of vocabulary. The

teacher of the wide-reading approach placed emphasis on wide read-

ing as a means of increasing vocabulary. The students of this

approach were given positive reinforcement for good performance in

the form of extra time for free reading and improved grades. This

was the only experimental approach in which grading was an avowed
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incentive for improvement resulting from the approach used. Oral

and written reports were used and some attention given to the under-

standing of new words through their use in context (104, p. 205). The

teacher of the interest-in-words approach required student notebooks

and emphasized interest in the etymology of words and the evolution

of word usage as a means of vocabulary improvement. Some of the

students from this group spontaneously viewed a television program

on vocabulary improvement. Special attention was given to the use

of the dictionary for word derivation and pronunciation. The teacher

of the other experimental group, the direct-teaching approach, was

conscientious in her emphasis on the deliberate and direct teaching of

vocabulary. During the experiment, this teacher used word lists,

stressed the use of word parts, antonyms, synonyms, and root

words. She gave oral and written quizzes over word lists which

focused primarily on the matching of synonyms, oral exercises in the

use of different meanings for the same word, and substituting word

synonyms in descriptions.

In contrast to the experimental groups, students of the control

group followed no specific directions nor did the teacher stress any

one particular vocabulary improvement approach.

In order to answer the first two questions sought from the data

which were: which one of the three approaches to vocabulary im-

provement, the wide-reading, the interest -in- words., or the
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direct-teaching of vocabulary was the most and which one was the

least effective when compared to the other approaches used, a com-

parison was made of vocabulary improvement in each group according

to each evaluative instrument, the Diagnostic Reading Test and the

Nelson-Denny Reading Test, vocabulary sections. Fourteen weeks

after the initial tests, Form B, vocabulary section, of both the

Diagnostic Reading Test and the Nelson-Denny Reading Test were

administered. The t test statistic was used to determine if there

were significant differences between the pretest and posttest per-

formances for both evaluative instruments. The difference between

the pretest and posttest scores within groups showed improvement

significant at the . 05 level for the interest-in-words approach group

on the Diagnostic Reading Test, vocabulary section. However, the

difference between pretest and posttest scores within groups on the

Nelson-Denny Reading Test, vocabulary section, showed improve-

ment significant at the . 01 level for each experimental approach

group and at the . 05 level for the control group. When the differ-

ences between pretest and posttest scores for each experimental

approach group were compared to each other, it was found that

improvement was not significant according to either evaluative instru-

ment.

Each experimental approach group was then compared to the

control group in order to answer the three subsidiary questions sought
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from the data: are there significant differences in vocabulary im-

provement when the direct-teaching of vocabulary approach, the

interest-in-words approach, and the wide-reading approach are com-

pared to the control group performance? It was found that only the

interest-in-words experimental approach group showed improvement

significant at the .05 level on one evaluative instrument, the Diagnos-

tic Reading Test, vocabulary section. No experimental approach

group showed improvement significant when compared to the control

group on the Nelson-Denny Reading Test, vocabulary section.

Limitations

1. The length of time used for this experiment may have been

too short to show results representative of vocabulary improvement

among all students in grade nine.

2. The sample size may have been too small to provide broad

generalizations about the effectiveness of the vocabulary improvement

approaches.

3. The continued enthusiasm or lack of it displayed by each

teacher for the vocabulary improvement approach assigned to her

group may have altered the outcome of the experiment. Even though

each teacher was originally enthusiastic about her particular

approach, there may have been a variation of continued interest as
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time progressed.

4. Differences in the amount of time that each teacher devoted

specifically to vocabulary improvement may have altered the outcome

of the experiment. Even though the amount of time spent on vocabu-

lary was originally intended to be the same in each experimental

group, there may have been some slight variations due to unavoidable

interruptions.

5. The teacher of the control group may have been unusually

effective in bringing about vocabulary improvement.

6. The students of this experiment stand at a time when,

according to some researchers (102, p. 9) there is a lessening of the

rate of vocabulary increase due to traumatic developmental changes

related to puberty.

Recommendations for Research

This study should prompt additional research to answer such

questions as the following:

1. How much influence does the teacher have on his students in

regard to vocabulary improvement when compared to the influence of

the approach or teaching method used? How much influence does the

enthusiasm of the teacher have in continued vocabulary improvement

efforts? The attitude and interest of the teacher in words affect the

same attitude and interest of pupils. By her example of constant
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attention to words and their characteristics the teacher helps create a

similar attitude among her pupils and reinforces their interest in

words (121, p. 383). What is the extent of this influence?

2. What would be the result of a similar experiment using stu-

dents of other grade levels ? Do age characteristics have measurable

influence on vocabulary improvement?

3. A similar study might be done for an entire school year,

giving more opportunity for students to encounter more new words,

incidently or in a structured approach. How much difference would

this additional time for learning make in the effectiveness of the dif-

ferent approaches to vocabulary improvement used in this experi-

ment?

4. It appears that in most studies of this type only one evalua-

tive instrument is used. As the result of this study varied consider-

ably with each evaluative instrument used, the question is raised of

how adequately a vocabulary test measures or evaluates vocabulary

growth. How accurate are vocabulary tests? How might the test

used altered the outcome of many previous vocabulary experiments?

Are vocabulary tests measuring only facets of actual vocabulary?

5. What outcome might result from such a vocabulary experi-

ment as this in other subject matter areas of the junior high school

curriculum?

6. How might self-learning centers in the junior high school
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influence vocabulary growth of the students? What types of pro

grammed materials are effective for vocabulary growth?

7. What activities outside of school influence vocabulary

growth? How much influence does travel have on vocabulary growth?

How much influence does television have on vocabulary growth?

These and related questions may serve to stimulate further re-

search in this important area of the curriculum. This is an

important area for additional research efforts as certainly a student's

proficiency in every subject is affected by the adequacy of his vocabu-

lary (52, 96, 136, 139).

Conclusions

The results of this study support the conclusions of other re-

search in that there is no one best structured approach to vocabulary

improvement (20, 114). No vocabulary improvement approach in this

study was significantly better than any other experimental approach

used according to either evaluative instrument used

Although it may be concluded that all the experimental

approaches to vocabulary used in this study were about equally effec-

tive in producing vocabulary improvement according to the evaluative

instruments used, the study does show that when pretest and posttest

scores are compared within groups according to the Nelson-Denny

Reading Test, all experimental groups showed improvement
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significant at the .01 level. These results tend to support other

studies showing that specific attention to vocabulary is more effective

in bringing about vocabulary improvement than lack of emphasis on

vocabulary improvement.

However, these results do not support the conclusions of earlier

studies (102, p. 9), which show that there is a tendency toward de-

cline in vocabulary improvement during the ninth grade. In this

study, significant improvement took place in all groups including the

control group according to the Nelson-Denny Reading Test.

A study of the varied findings from the present experiment in

which two evaluative instruments were used rather than one raises

questions in the researcher's mind about the validity of the findings in

other studies of vocabulary improvement in which only one evaluative

criterion was used. In this study the same students tested on the

same day by the same examiner produced widely different results

according to the two evaluative instruments used. Both instruments,

the Diagnostic Reading Test, vocabulary section, and the Nelson-

Denny Reading Test, vocabulary section, are widely used and accept-

ed tests of vocabulary. Why should two widely accepted tests show

such lack of agreement in results? If only one evaluative criterion

had been used in this study, conclusions would have been made that

are not warranted when two evaluating criteria are used Have con-

clusions from a single evaluative instrument distorted the results of
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previous vocabulary research studies? An example of this might be

the study by Crump (30) where just the Diagnostic Reading Test was

used, while the same study may have had quite different results if

another test had been used, or even more than one other test. It may

be concluded that further research is needed for more effective

means of evaluating vocabulary growth and measuring vocabulary.

Since the result of a study depends on the criteria selected for evalu-

ation of results, what would be the results of many research studies

if they were repeated with different measuring instruments?

Perhaps one of the reasons why there is little agreement about

the most effective methods of teaching vocabulary is that vocabulary

tests used are not measuring the effectiveness of vocabulary teaching

and are not in agreement in evaluating teaching results. It may be

concluded that further research is needed in specific structured

approaches, methods of teaching vocabulary or stimulating vocabulary

growth and improvement, as well as in preparing better instruments

of measuring vocabulary.

A further question raised in the researcher's mind by the pres-

ent experiment concerns the value of conclusions from other studies

where only one experimental group was used to compare to a control

group. These studies would seem to have limited findings on which

the researchers could base conclusions. What conclusions would be

evidenced if these studies were repeated with the results of more
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than one experimental group to compare with a control group? It

may be concluded that further research is needed in this area of re-

search planning. Is it a more valuable experiment if several groups

may be compared with a control group?
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